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The extreme nature of these changes adds greater impetus to the work
of each of us. This extends to actively participating in the process of
collecting our light energy in a manner conducive to retaining the most
important of spiritual learning from this realm and in retaining the
integrity of our consciousness that has been most involved in projecting
itself into this realm.

Tempus fugit
Dear Friends and Readers,
To help myself finish this writing, I am releasing this update in parts. Otherwise I
will never get it finished and in your hands! It is now the middle of July and the
passing of April May or June has barely dawned on me and I am already looking
at the end of this year. While I have been making many notes, I have been unable
to write at length during these recent months. Writing externalizes certain things
and this has not been the time to externalize much of anything beyond the “daily
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minimals” and limited private discussions. So this essay is a loosely organized
thematic summary.
As you read this and forthcoming NES posts I will be making from all the essays
in preparation, please consider: What if no global catastrophes will occur? What
if no global WW3 occurs? What if there is no global economic catastrophe? What
if it would seem that things grind and lurch on, hitting the occasional “pothole”?
What if? Does any of this matter? If so, why?
That said, I do anticipate a range of global cataclysms in the coming handful of
years, and these have been discussed in earlier GA:News issues. To recapitulate
the main points, these include crustal-axis slip-shift occurring in stages, extreme
space plasma radiation, and impact of cometary/asteroid space objects. Prior to
these events, human civilization will already largely be in ruins with the major
organized population concentrations living under some form of “techno-fascist”
rule in a chemically and electromagnetically “pacified” state of robotic nonawareness. Evidence of this is everywhere today. The rest of the population will
be dispersed in pockets living mostly a survival-focused existence.
There is no good reason to become angry with humans, aliens, the dark forces, or
whatever. There is nothing to achieve by this and it only ties you to the dominant
paradigm of “conflictual duality”. It is enough to learn and understand.
Consider all that you know and have learned as a spiritual being concerning your
true nature and true destiny of what is truly Real. Consider what you do know
about the fundamental falsehood of this reality and of the nature of what truly
influences the human social-political environment.
For those who may be coming in fresh to this material, please read the previous
A-List Update and at the PFCN site http://www.pfcn.net/napsum-bul1.html.
Reading the Updates in reverse order listed might be most efficient. There is a
reasonably coherent progression from 2007 to present. The rest of what has been
published is freely available under the main thematic sections.
Meanwhile, can you, those who are so wonderfully focused on your spiritual
existence, “hang in there” a while longer? As long as it is tolerable to your
physical and energetic being on earth. How long you ask? I do not know. I am
looking outward from now to over the coming 12 to 18 months or so. I know so
many would like to “get the memo”, “dated, signed, and personally addressed”.
Patience.
For whatever reason, I too have had a sense for some decades about “2012” and
in the more recent decade, a direct concern with the importance of 12-21 as a
temporal marker for either 2011, 2012, or 2013.
For whatever it is worth, I do not really accept any of the stories about the Mayan
calendar, only that it makes for a relevant temporal marker for various reasons
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which I would prefer not to go into for now. But it is not “the end” as so many
would have us all believe. The Mayan calendar is tied to information provided by
the “ancient alien gods” and the “foretelling” from ancient times of the “end of
days” –and from ancient records, that calculates to the first or second millennium
of this era.
The hints or adumbrations of all that is underway have been evident for a few
decades to anyone who has been paying attention –and now they are manifesting.
~~~

Commentary
June-July 2012
There is so much going on all at once in the “as below” and “as above” that the
limitations of the written word cannot provide adequate means to explain these
interactions and how they are working. It is easier to discuss all this verbally, as
this lends itself to a more fluid and spontaneous and interactive process.
I have been watching and monitoring what I can, while distracting myself with
swimming in the ocean. The ocean offers an experience of moving through a fluid
medium of the earth’s body, one that counteracts the effects of gravity on the
human body. It also brings a closer physical contact with the planetary body as a
whole.
The months of April and May became a period in which to consolidate the
changes and effects involving the “correction energies”. June has been something
of a new launching platform for the next leg of the climb. In this process there is
the “air” of a “new earth” and “new creation” gently blowing through.
Well, not everyone got to “rest” much, and for them there was a new start to a
process of physical and light body changes. Those who are already “in the loop”
will most likely be most aware of this. Those who are only now moving into their
preparations will also notice these changes, but I have no idea how it will seem to
them.
Beginning the end of this June and ongoing into early 2013, the human world will
be experiencing greater changes to both the global political-social environment
and the planetary physical environment. I would reiterate that these events are
not directed by the “correction energies”, merely that they parallel the
disintegration of the human realm and are not interdependent processes.
Naturally there is some crossover effect into the human level of awareness and
events, but it is my sense that this is only significant for those humans who begin
to turn their attention toward a spiritual existence and away from a false
existence. And yes, there are those catastrophic events being triggered or
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influenced by human and ET dark forces such as the recent Gulf of Mexico
events.
To my knowing, it would be absurd for humans to presume that the creation-level
intelligences guiding the “correction energies” would have any regard for such
quaint aberrations as nations, politics, and economies. The only “spiritual
intelligences” that take an interest in such matters are the aberrant dark forces
and their agencies who helped to form and reinforce these modalities. This also
includes the coterie of “ascended masters”. Did I just say that?
In this update and the one following, I offer my thoughts on the problems of
human and other higher level origins that are relevant to our situation now. What
In the context of “ET” agendas, that it is quite likely that the initial cadre of “ET’s”
(“angels”) who engineered the present human race eventually developed different
purposes to their activities here. Whatever the details of the various approaches
taken in developing an improved” human vehicle, they emanated from a distorted
creational paradigm.
Their legacy worldwide was and is now, simply appalling. None of these entities
through channeling has ever come forward to offer a mea culpa and explanations
as to how to exit this imploding catastrophe. The term “angel” has been used to
refer to a level of “spiritual (higher order) intelligence”. However humans cannot
judge all “angels” by the deeds and thoughts of a faction of “angels”. That there
was a serious flaw in their consciousness and actions stems from the original
creational error that gave rise to the dark force and conflictual duality. As above,
so below, etc.
Let us also bear in mind that there are so many of the angelic realms and “el”
races that are working through the correction energies and higher Oneness.
From my own direct knowing, there are other ways of uplifting/upgrading an
existing biological entity to include the capacity of both self and spiritual
awareness and learning. And to do so in a way that does not set-up a conflict
between the animal self and spiritual self. This is something that you can explore
for yourself as you continue to work on your own process. In the new essays, I
will endeavor to describe something of this. Meanwhile, there is a new process
underway that does not involve “upgrading” existing material biological entities,
rather it is a pristine creational process. It is top-down and carefully proceeding
with the individuation of new self-aware lightbody beings. I will try to
recapitulate more of this as I can in the future as well.
Imagine you are driving on a road that is increasingly breaking up with cracks,
holes, and fissures and you become aware of another nearby road that looks
smoother and less jarring. For a while, there will be some interest by a small
portion of those attempting to navigate the disintegrating avenue to seek ways to
jump to a less violent one that may lead out of this matrix.
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As I am aware of it, the spiritual “prime directive” with regard to the humanearth situation is to extract and “resurrect” as much of the true light as possible.
This requires incremental stages, as the overall changes are enormous.
Clearly this is not about “whirled peas”, “saving the whales”, or the “secrets” of
“free energy”. Human civilization is over. Finis. Any questions?
We are living through the late stages of a terminal disease that can be readily
traced back roughly 10,000 years or so following the last planetary cataclysms.
However, the origins of the human-earth problem are far more ancient.
The falsehood and corruption of the dark –human and otherwise –permeates to
all levels of the mass of humans residing on this planet. This infection has also
influenced the higher level beings associated with their human selves. Consistent
with all of this is the disintegration of civilization. Additionally, the dynamics of
the “natural” world and the planet are severely damaged and essentially
corrupted. Anyone still “worshipping mother nature”?
Conversely, there is no need whatsoever to humanly judge the failures and errors
of this realm or those who directed its development. It should be enough to
simply be aware of this and understand and to learn. That is all.
While humans, per se, are not primarily responsible for the origins of the
horrendous mess they are now living in, those soul and other higher level beings
who have continued to project themselves here and who have been trapped here,
have some greater responsibility –even though they too were trapped within a
larger flawed operating paradigm not of their making.
Hence the urgency to distill out your own higher level of learning. This is and can
be facilitated at your human level. Again, there is no one to be angry at or
humanly judge. It is enough to be aware of this and to learn.
Consider the ill-fated voyage of the Titanic, a symbol of human arrogance.
Imagine knowing of its conclusion beforehand, still want that “free ticket” for an
extended cruise? First class accommodations they say. Some today are so
confused they want to organize the crew and passengers to seize control of the
ship so they can have the illusion of “sovereignty” even as it all crashes into the
abyss.
This is about the final leg of the transfer of consciousness to a new stage of
existence relatively free of the Dark and conflictual duality. For some, it may even
be a connection to the new creational realm, one that is totally free of any such
pernicious influence.
More now than ever, so many have been expecting breakthroughs toward
spiritual ascension and transformation that are tangible to their human
awareness, and yet this is not the case for most. Some have experienced ongoing
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or intermittent expansion. A few have been in a more intense transformational
process, at times involving their physical body. Indeed, a few have been curiously
feeling as if they are being “reborn” or somehow purified nearly daily. It is
different for everyone, but this is how the preparatory stages work.
For some, there is a growing tension to evolve and transfer out of a 3d focus or
learn to swim/surf a “tsunami of debris” from the wreckage of “civilization”.
Although at times it helps us to maintain a useful tension, our human patience
can wear thin. Thus it helps to maintain attention to our higher attractors while
shedding whatever remains of the illusions of human life.
Reports “from the field” suggest that for some, a localized light body may be one
way for this transfer to occur. As I have suggested in previous writings, this is not
necessarily what will occur for everyone on the “ascension path”. But it is
interesting to find similar reports of symptoms and effects from more than a few.
These will be summarized in a series of essays which I started from my notes of
the recent months. Many of these will be posted to the NES Forum as I get
around to finishing them.
In any case, it is important to be clear about what your “travel plans” are, sooner
than later because at some point, there will be no more possibility of revising it.
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1383.msg5837.html#msg5837

There is also the matter of “portals” that can facilitate departure from this realm.
These can be seen with the higher senses. I have very little to say on this now,
except that it may be something that comes available for some when it is
necessary. Rather than a “doorway” to walk through –as some may appear to be –
I suspect that this may be more something that occurs at the higher self level,
suggestive of unique “personal portal”. I have been aware of both.
Please feel free to write me with your experiences and I will anonymously
composite these to share with the group.
I also know how tiresome and exhausting it can be at times –from the human
perspective –to have what seems to be a constantly “moving target” to home in
on. It seems like the “carrot dangled in front of the donkey”. Indeed, I know many
here are so tired of nearly everything in the human level and would much prefer
to move on to a lightbody or other higher vibrational state and no longer be
involved in this distorted existence.
Indeed, it is frustrating to experience intervals of transcending 3d physicality and
still be humanly embodied, subject to the “operating rules” of 3d density. This is
increasingly incongruous to the awakened consciousness and it is understandable
that all available “exits” are sought out. Some level of “lightbody” is one of these
options. Time may seem to be short, but patience is still advised.
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It helps to remember that this is a process of exacting, extracting, and
resurrecting the most possible of the higher light in an optimal time that
minimizes excessive suffering.
And yes, from the human point of view of those engaged in the process, this all
can be regarded as a form of spiritual “suffering” –frustrating to say the least. It is
very challenging to knowing that is Truth while knowing what is socially accepted
as “real” is false.
I cannot express how much such this entire situation saddens, other than to
simply acknowledge that it does. There is no fault or blame to be attributed
anywhere. What is needed is to develop your larger understanding of all of this as
part of your spiritual learning. This challenging situation presently involves more
worlds than just humans on Earth.
One problem for some can be too little “dangerous knowledge” and spiritually
high aspirations which seem tantalizingly so close yet just out of reach.
Not that long ago, the protocols and initiations required for getting past the
various dark-side and intermediate zone “enforcers” were daunting to say the
least. And there were additional safeguards to prevent dark side contamination of
the higher realms as well –a double-sided fortification if you will.
We find discussion of this in early Taoist, Buddhist, and Gnostic material. But the
rules for removing the dark side codings, deleting karma, and for accessing the
higher levels are no longer so arcane and so impenetrable.
A complex of “highways” has been under construction the “test drives” will be
underway soon. There are still various filters and protective measures and the
various channel-ways operate according to a vibrational state and high
intentions. In our earlier articles on the ascension and transformation process we
discussed the replacement of portions of ones light body with something new.
This process has taken longer than expected to work out without annihilating
each being. And so while we are milling about eh “embarkation lounge”, do not be
surprised if you find yourself to be very different from what initially showed up!
The closer we get to the main “take off” point –like a near vertical trajectory –the
easier it is to find patience with the process. Sometimes this looks like the
gathering of salmon the mouth of a stream. At some point there is a critical level
of awareness and they begin their journey up the stream. I find curiously
comforting.
Meanwhile, there are those moments of true inner peace and true inner joy at the
process that is unfolding. This can further reinforce your connection and process.
It may be a minor consolation, but I find helpful to recollect that for those who
have been working on this for 10 years or 50 years in this lifetime and before that
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even, this final period is like a micro-second of the greater overall duration of the
problem of the dark and its paradigm of duality, separation, and predation.
We are living the end of this dark “reality”, we are living the return of the Light,
and at a time of the emergence of a new creation. It is an exciting time and at
times a joyful process.
So… Who are you, really? Why are you? What is your prime attractor? Have you
“completed” enough of whatever you might have imagined for yourself? Are you
ready?
~~~

A (Partial) Near Future View
June 21, 2012
Two scenarios may be considered:
One is that human will civilization will continue to lurch along, gradually
degenerating into a more extreme version of present day global and social
patterns –until some major external event forces a total change in existence at
the 3d level. (This a facet of a “best case” scenario considered by the top elite.)
Another and more likely scenario is that beginning from the end of June of this
year, events involving human social, economic, military, and planetary/solar will
mark the start of a more dramatic slide into catastrophic changes beyond any
linear projection of the disintegration of this civilization.
In either case, those most focused on spiritual evolution will depart and humans
will be left to stew a while longer in an increasingly unviable existence.
There are various forces at levels beyond human that are vying to gain the most
influence over near term events on Earth and beyond.
I am also watching early indicators of a major sub-sea events in the Pacific –
perhaps in the far ranging pacific northern ocean region and a major new
catastrophe in Japan –and the middle to northern Atlantic region.
Then there is war, war, and more war. Thanks to the Internet, anyone can read of
these pronouncements made by leading figures from various nation-states for
major new outbreaks of war. As of this writing, this could be August, September,
or even into early October of this year. But the situation can change, especially if
one or more of the competing parties “convinces” their cohorts they are willing to
make a special deal and have the power to enforce it.
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And yet there is more to the build-up to WW3 than is evident. For each major
mass attention-getting “excitement”, there is something more that is being
concealed. In the case of the build-up to WW3, I am referring to the extensive
preparations, spanning decades, for global catastrophe from something other
than wars. Over the recent decades there has been a pronounced arms race for
space weaponry that can be used against human terrestrial targets –and that
could be used against ET/aliens. This latter point is one of the larger unifying
factors of the global elite, even while they position for dominance within their
own circles.
As I have commented before, when formerly very high-level secrets are no longer
really secret, then it is an indicator that some very major events are in motion
and that the top elite know this. Thus, the “details” of all these secrets no longer
matter much. Besides, it becomes a new form of “entertainment” and a source of
new disinformation for those who waste their energy debating irrelevant details
of nefarious conspiracies.
I continue to remind all of us here, none of this really matters given what is
known about this reality. Essays on the “problem” of the human condition and
the “problem” of the higher self/soul being will be available for A-List
distribution soon.
From the end of June on, the coming 6 months will bring most of these changes
to new extremes, the next 3 months more so, etc. and then by the mid-2013, it
will be apparent to nearly anyone that human civilization is over. What follows
through the end of 2013 is a process for the sorting of the remaining human
population. This general population could be described as a sentient, self-aware,
tribal-social animal that has been inculcated with all the worst imaginable
notions. The situation is complicated by a planetary eco-sphere, deeply corrupted
in its essence, not merely damaged and polluted.
The resultant disintegration of civilization will cause an additional small portion
of the human population to opt out of the old ways and become open to a
“spiritual” path. It is this latter potential, one of several factors, that contributes
to the protracted transformational process.
I have been aware of a “revised” higher level “spiritual order” that is overseeing
the whole process, including Earth and humans. At a lesser level, there is another
“order” of intelligences still pursuing plans reaching back countless millennia.
Regardless of the latter’s interference, this entire transformation process is being
guided with a type of kindness and care as it is separates out the true Light from
the Dark. It feels to me like the care one might have toward so many helpless
from a major disaster.
Another wave of the withdrawal/removal of a portion of the higher self/soul
beings from their human nexus is coming soon. In some cases, the human self
which is ready to leave this realm and become a conscious spiritual being will go
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along with this parting. For higher-level beings to remain connected through a
human embodiment does little good, nor does it help the humans self. Consider
what the point would be if such entities are unable to effect any change in their
human host consciousness and over time demonstrated the impossibility of
altering human events from the human level.
We are now long past the “requirements” of the binding of the human mind to
the soul body. Regardless of who or what started this horrendous process, except
to say that when the round of alien genetic engineering took place roughly 10,000
years ago, modern humans wound up with a new capacity for spiritual
consciousness –something their predecessors mostly lacked. Of course this has
been severely restricted and controlled –until the recent decades of spiritual
awakening of a small fraction, yet numerically sizable portion of the present
population. Before that, only a select few initiates ever made to the higher planes
beyond the dark controllers.
Some of those who are on a conscious ascension track will be leaving this plane
and work at a higher level while others in this category will be “descending” more
of themselves into a newly developing lightbody that is not dependent upon the
3d material plane for its form or function. Thus there will be some humans who
will maintain a presence here as human or as a lightbeing to assist and guide –
until their services are no longer needed.
The purpose to all this is to complete the “prime directive” which is the
amplification, extraction, ascension of what is possible of the true Light. This may
take some years to finish. Or not. Meanwhile the planetary environment and its
core consciousness are to be completely cleared and prepared for a new role in an
upgraded and altered creation environment. The alternative is the dissolution the
planetary system and its environs.
Regardless of its origination, “December 2012” can be regarded as a temporal
marker from the past into the future –or a message from the future to the
present. It is like a billboard to remind that “this is it”, and that everyone who has
any wit of spiritual awareness needs to double check their travel plans and make
whatever changes in their itinerary ASAP. Very soon, there will be no switching
tickets again and your “high attractor” becomes ever more important now.
This is about all I can provide at this time.
Those who transfer their self identity –or self essence at the least –to their higher
states of being will have made a tremendous accomplishment. To them, the
reality of their existence will have changed.
~~~
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Comments on Future Viewing
June 25, 2012
I would like to add that various “future views” from various human
communicators have various source origins. Sometimes it is a message from the
future that you connect with in the present. Sometimes it is the outward moving
ripples from the emotional impact of a relatively major event and the larger an
event, the stronger its signal. But it is difficult to gauge in human time since a
very large event years out could have an effect on the present comparable to the
signal strength of a relatively moderate event occurring in a matter of months or
weeks. And then there is the viewing of the circumstances that create an event. It
is these circumstances and the forces giving rise to them that can be “read” in the
present as a probable future. This latter often involves the deliberations of
conscious forces –human or higher levels of intelligences –and in this there is the
possibility for deception to occur.
Since 1990 or so, I have been aware of various formal protocols for remote
viewing –and in comparison ad hoc approaches that are usually unique to an
individual. In recent years, The remote viewing group under the name of Farsight
Institute published a report indicating two alternate scenarios, both describing
similar global catastrophe’s of differing degree of severity. However, they give
themselves a ridiculously vague loophole concerning acknowledging “ET” origin
of life on Earth –as they define it, it could be as at the level of bacteria or spores
from space –something already confirmed by various sciences –or perhaps
something more dramatic, like ET’s with spaceships. Another flaw in their work
is that they do not consider that their base assumption about multiple universes
may have nothing to do multiple timelines or vice versa. Further, they do not
consider the implications of a diverging bifurcation of two increasingly separate
and roughly parallel realities.
HalfPastHuman has had for several years a long standing prediction of massive
global catastrophe involving water inundation. I have always thought this was
mainly due to sub-sea crustal deformation and crustal/axis shifts. They
developed content which was overlaid with TimeWaveZero patterns. Their
predictive capacity was in its earlier development was best applied for financial
speculators by only for a short while. Its weakness is that at best it reflects
unconscious human thought patterns which are focused upon narrow human
concerns. Human concerns are by definition limited to the control matrix
paradigm and what it feeds back to its captives. HPH is also heavily influenced
by blogs and forums as well as off shoots from movies.
Asteroid impacts in the Pacific or Atlantic oceans have also been “seen” by some
connecting in with various sources for “future” events. Farsight Institute has
also anticipated events from space such as asteroid impacts in the early part of
2013 which influence ocean levels as well as larger geophysical changes.
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I have never subscribed to simplistic notions of “linear time”. That said, there are
situations when it is practical to place likely future events on a human calendar.
We are now approaching these events in near-time and the closer in proximity,
the clearer the “signal” information. The only other major timeline event I am
aware of is 2036 for the last of present day version of humans.
My own future viewing has been based upon comprehending the dynamics of
patterns and “coalescences of consciousness”. I also receive linguistically
structured content, imagery, and the felt-sense emotional impact of future events.
Overall, one can assume that the human powers-that-be (PTB) have been aware
of some major events that will impact their ability to project their power globally
or beyond Earth. It is my sense that this information has been conveyed to those
of the global elite by a combination of talented telepaths –and by direct contact
with ET/aliens who are aware of these near-future events as well.
The human controlling elite is devoting more and more energy to consolidating
various spheres of influence and dominance over various portions of the human
population. It is increasingly evident that there is no one in any position of
human earthly power who cares one bit about events such as the destruction of
the Gulf of Mexico, the spread of radiation from Japan, and a host of other
seemingly “important issues”. Every week it would seem that they are less and
less concerned over petty “public opinion” and yet every week there seems to be
yet another potentially embarrassing disclosure of wrongdoings for some handy
scapegoat of the mid to lower minion class.
The “powers-that-be” operate more openly now. Their march toward global war
has been announced and rationalized a hundred times over in recent years and
now months, partly to desensitize the masses of humans who live in those
countries that are the chief centers for war, and partly as part of their own
internal “psy-ops” on one another. Still, most humans are unable to comprehend
the direction of this nearly “permanent state of war” which has been going on for
decades. To me, this is all indicative of how far gone things are in the human
social-political-economic sphere and how stupendously large the events are
which will be soon coming up.
The human global elite know of the probable near future events. What they do
not know and cannot know, because they are intrinsically incapable of knowing
it, is that this mode of existence and fabric of reality is going away. And this is
something that they cannot plan for.
Those in the forefront of the evolution of spiritual existence need to remember is
that is all about consciousness –the state of consciousness in terms of vibrational
patterns and in terms of knowing and learning what is Real.
Those who are in the forefront also need to reflect upon the false reality of
humans on earth. There is nothing to fight for or to change here. Rather, it is one
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to transcend. Ready? Are you sufficiently complete yourself in your internal and
external dynamics to move beyond all this?
Meanwhile, make a point of consciously living as a human who knows the
difference between what requires ones interactive participation and what it is you
no longer need to actively participate in. Just a little while longer.
~~~

Terminal Collapse
June 2012
I find it of some satisfaction to know that we are nearly at the end of a process
that is becoming so intensely concentrated that time is collapsing into near
instantaneity, simultaneous with an expansion into the higher Oneness. Even
people who are not spiritually oriented feel this occurring as strange fluctuations
in “time” as they experience it.
First of all, I wish to answer a question some have concerning why the USA has
not more fully collapsed. For the USA as it is with other countries that are major
producers of military technologies and war machinery, it is the production of the
means of mass destruction and projection of global power that has become the
chief economic support –along with the propagation of national state-level debt
and fiat money. Every state of the USA is the beneficiary of military and military
technology sales and development. Most major colleges or universities are as
well. All major police forces receive military and national “security” funding.
As it is before any major war, all sides acquire all the armaments they can
possible buy and borrow for. Tens of millions of the USA population are involved
in weapon production and related technologies over recent decades of continuous
warfare. The vast majority of the USA manufacturing and technology base is
military-driven. These considerations all provide a strong social base of support
for ongoing wars, torture, a death penalty, and all the rest of the ugliness this
encompasses. The powers-that-be (PTB) are aware of this, of course, and use it to
their advantage.
Even if there was anything in the “social milieu” that might give the PTB cause for
concern over their control, a situation is developing which involves “larger than
life” events that makes “minor social concerns” pale by comparison. These “larger
than life events” stimulate actions by various factions of the global power elite to
quickly secure what human and material resources they can. If certain events are
only moderately severe, those power bases will be used to support the final stages
of their global dominance.
The material collapse of human civilization can be regarded as useful in that it
will at the least cause many to question the meaning and purpose of their human
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existence. But this does not mean that the worse things get, the more people will
turn to higher spiritual considerations. Such notions are erroneous for more
reasons than I care to discuss here. With 7 billion humans habituated to corrupt
social, technologic and economic systems, the collapse will be far more horrific
than the “Great Depression” or anything in the period of “ordinary history”.
The old “conundrum” from the 1960’s era is again showing up among incredulous
humans who are “amazed” at the apparent willingness of the powers-that-be and
their servants/minions to wantonly destroy the earth’s biosphere. Naïve
individuals, who generally live in a state of ignorance and denial of the
deterioration of the entire social and physical living environment, would prefer to
imagine that the powers-that-be would not leave a “scorched earth”. Or that they
regard their children with greater care than they do for themselves. However, this
is not the primary consideration at the highest levels of power.
On one hand there is the arrogance of those with money and access to technology
who believe that anything can be “fixed”. Worried about radiation? No problem,
there is a special compound that will flush radioactive substances from the body.
You will not find it online or at Walmart, and FEMA will not be distributing them
either. All the various herbs and food supplements that are bantered about
cannot come close in effectiveness.
In addition to an arrogant faith in their technical capacities, there is an innate
denial on the part of those who should know the truth yet prefer to imagine “it
isn’t so bad”. This is found predominately among many of the lower tiers of the
wealthy elite, and defines a population that lacks the capacity to “imagine the
unimaginable”.
Part of this dynamic is reinforced by core beliefs, and that for now it is still
possible to insulate oneself from most of the material conditions that affect and
afflict the masses of people worldwide.
Transhumanists have been working intensely on human cloning and biocybernetic enhancements as well as artificial intelligence quantum-computingbio-machines. Overall, members of the elite and their science people are focused
on achieving immortality through enhanced body forms. The principles and
technology have been proven. What remains is to achieve the desired scale and
reliability in its execution.
In the short term, there are exotic technologies and extraordinary facilities to
help assure continuity of the global elite and those who they choose to surround
themselves with.
Then there are those in the elite who have ideas of leaving this earth behind for a
new home-world under their design and control. This harkens to what occurred
on Earth 10,00 years ago ion the very region presently most at war. One of the
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ways they would do this would be to use ET technologies that have been adapted
and made workable through various secret extra-governmental projects.
Remember that many advanced technologies began a concerted development in
the 1930’s, largely under in conjunction with the Germans and later spread to
other countries such as Russia, USA, Japan, etc. This was facilitated through a
complex network of secret operations. It was begun during a period of global
economic dislocations that was also a period of massive build-up of military
capacities globally. Interesting. The events of Roswell New Mexico in 1947 only
helped to stimulate more rapid deployment of many more secret projects in
anticipation of a great urgency that has been anticipated at high levels.
So when you see UFO’s flying about, remember some of them were made “by
humans for humans”, some were made “by humans for ET”, some were made
elsewhere “by ET for ET”. Just like among humans, there are various competing
ET-agendas.
~~~

“Mayonnaise”
In talking recently with someone in this group about the major changes to this
reality, I offered the analogy of mayonnaise. Imagine the egg molecules represent
the “true light” and you need to separate them out. But the matrix of the mixture
would cease to be mayonnaise. Most of the molecules in the jar might object to
the egg floating or zooming out, but eventually there will be nothing remaining
that cannot be extracted (or resurrected) from the mixture.
This could be compared to the changeover of this reality and its entire vibrational
state.
In the short run, there is the problem of the oil and vinegar “objecting” as well as
some of the “egg”, having grown accustomed to its being so intertwined with the
oil and vinegar that it did not remember who or what it is.
~~~

Mental and Spiritual Exhaustion
Some who are nearer these last stages have been “pushing the envelope” for a
long and in this final stage cannot afford distractions such as the Internet “zoo” of
wild speculations or the drag of dead-weight ballast from well0-intentioned
humans who truly have no idea.
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When you have been “on the path” of spiritual growth and ascension, spiritual
exhaustion is very serious problem that has not been adequately addressed at the
higher levels up. Of course it is absurd to expect the “higher levels” to take care of
everyone and everything and not miss a beat.
If you are reading this, you are probably far more spiritually developed than most
people and therefore you know that the more you know, the more you are aware
of, the greater your capacities, then the greater are your own responsibilities to
yourself physically, mentally, emotionally, energetically.
The correction energies can help sustain and upgrade, preliminary to your
moving to a more fully ascended state.
Mental exhaustion, often accompanied by physical fatigue and emotional
distress, leads to an inability to concentrate, to imagine, to visualize, and one’s
energetic capacity drops. Lapses and astral meandering occur. This is one of the
reasons I have suggested a few changes to the correction energies “invocation”.
Simple rest and avoidance of negative stimuli is one simple coping tactic. There
are those who know all about this and yet have days when it is challenging to
focus on something simple like the “corrections energies” and their spiritual
practice.
~~~
“Waking Up” and the “Matrix Sleep”
July 19, 2012
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1385.0.html

There are those who imagine themselves “waking up” to the “reality” of human
affairs. But for the vast majority, they are only seeing one level or layer up from
their humanly inherent limitations and never penetrate the actual “meta
program” which they are caught up in as human selfs.
Politics, economics, religions, belief systems, etc. all are for naught and the more
one gets caught up in trying to understand these, the more tightly become the ties
that bind you to this errant reality system.
At the highest levels of the global “controllers” –or more accurately “game
masters” –there is today a psy-ops that each player or group of players is running
on themselves and their competitors. It is much like a sophisticated version of
the movie story “The Good, The Bad, The Ugly” or playing “chicken”. Lesser
players hoping to maintain themselves in this serious and dangerous game are
forced to hitch themselves to one or another of the higher level game players.
Sometimes these second-tier players –some of whom show up as heads of state,
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etc. –can from time to time influence small events, such as which way one
country or resource shifts. But in the larger scheme of things, they cannot know
the mind and agenda of the top players. Within each of the first and second level
tiers, there double agents, double-double agents, etc. and it is truly impossible for
anyone to know the real truth from that inherenly limited level of awareness.
That all said, the psy-ops I refer to is one in which the primary audience is at the
first and second level of the “players” as they “psych” themselves and one another
up for the next level of gamesmanship in game that is nearing the end of its play.
These are all flesh and blood personages who have their own attachments to their
human positions. Given the lateness of the game, they really cannot afford the
risk of reincarnating again to finish this final round –and they do like to handle
these things in person. So they are all in the game to finish it, regardless of their
human age. But they have their human attachments as well as objective
knowledge. This knowledge leads them to know that they are approaching a
qualitative state change. Like the point at which liquid water turns to gas or solid
water turns to liquid, etc. The closer to the state change, the more careful and
incremental are the steps, until one group or another decides to take the lead and
make the final move that triggers the state change for all. We are “one or two
degrees” away from such a state change. Hence there will be much posturing and
threats and fake posturing and fake threats bantered about in the mass media
and the more specialized media.
The secondary effects are upon the masses of course –to numb everyone to what
is coming and/or rally them to join in the violent and slow implosion of this
civilization.
So you think you are “waking up”? Hopefully so.
Indeed, the only avenue to your waking up to what is truly Real is your own “state
change” to your higher attractor from your seeming imprisonment in a
fraudulent or false reality being experienced through an errant and aberrant
human vehicle.
To wit, what is your true nature?
Tempus fugit.
-ASK
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The Ancient Record, An Ongoing
Retrospective
From Tribal-social Animals with Self-interests
…To Self-centered Social-tribal Animals
July 15, 2012
I will be appending to this essay from time to time as I continue my
considerations of the near-term ancient history of humans and of those who most
influenced the formation of human “civilizations” over the last several thousand
years. And no, I am not reading anything written by Sitchin.
In “The Fall from Grace and the Return of Light” a general timeline was
suggested. Here I wish to fill in a little of the more “recent ancient” since it direct
bears upon the present day events concerning global war and collapse of
civilization. (See article at http://www.pfcn.net/napsum-bul1.html.)
From the genre of popular movie/television series, perhaps the concluding
episode to “Battlestar Galactica” comes close. A group of beings (future humans)
with advanced technology and practical knowledge arrive on a habitable planet.
Their own inter-planetary (post-Earth) civilization had been destroyed by events
that began with the arrogance of their predecessors and that pursued them across
space. Do they start all over to found a new version of their vainglorious
civilization? …Or do they make a new start and avoid all the errors that led up to
their situation? The elder leader among them prefers to do the latter.
Unlike with the conclusion of “Battlestar Galactica”, on ancient Earth there were
primitive local inhabitants, functioning a little above basic animal levels. They
were to become the genetic base to modern humans and eventually taught how to
organize themselves to facilitate reproduction of their species under the control
of the alien “gods”.
There are many people interested in ancient stories and alien origins, etc. but are
very limited in their understanding by the narrow filters of their human point of
view.
The lords or “gods” of biblical lore are not the originators of the Dark, they
functioned more as agents or carriers for it on Earth. There are those humans
who have accepted some version of an alien history on earth and now wish to
blame the aliens and other such “divine” personages from ancient days. And yet
in their ignorance they will also ask be pleading for help for their human lives
from some of these very beings. An ironic situation for sure.
Essentially there is no difference between blaming present day dark human
overlords (the powers-that-be), ancient hybrid or their alien overlords, etc. It is
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all duality consciousness and requires the external and internal maintenance of a
separation from higher Oneness which has been trying to reach into this realm
for a very long time. There is also the problem of higher level or soul beings that
have a close association with a human “host-partner” to learn or to influence
humans. This is a topic I will discuss in forthcoming essays.
Humans have not really changed much from 10,000 years ago or so to the
present day. Some may wash and dress a little more cleverly, but that is about it.
Humans are self-centered, social-tribal animals who are “living” under a complex
multi-layered false existence. In the ancient times only a rare few had the
capacity to learn anything beyond survival and their animal social-tribal
concerns. Much the same applies today.
Today there are 7 billion humans not the hundreds of thousands of ancient times
–and there is a greater interest in spiritual ideas. But spiritual “ideas” are mostly
intellectual abstractions or superstitions to most people who think of such
matters. Of the fraction who consider spiritual concepts to be important, only a
small fraction of them actually pay serious attention to such matters. Of those
who do pay serious attention, only a small fraction of them are willing to give up
the illusions of human existence in favor of spiritual evolution.
Without a direct connection to the consciousness of higher Oneness, humans will
continue to be distracted by all the small and grand petty concerns of a false
existence. Much of this immediate situation is due to the influences of the alien
“gods” of 10,000 years ago as well as the one-way energetic fortifications that
were set-up to prevent connection with true creation consciousness from this
realm.
Of some interest, these “alien gods” were led by a “council of seven” known as
“angels” (yes, the same archangels of biblical fame) plus a primary leader. To
contemporary channellers claiming to represent the thoughts of “archangels”, are
any of these lofty beings offering up their mea culpa in connection to this
situation? To my knowing, most human “angel-ology” is mostly channeled
rubbish, as is most “ufo-ology”.
Again, I wish to emphasize that all members of the “el” race are not the same nor
do they all maintain the same objectives and consciousness. However, there was a
team that was represented on earth and they worked together for thousands of
years. Was their guidance and direction flawed? Was there a fundamental flaw in
the human as a vehicle for more developed spiritual consciousness? Perhaps
both are true. I will be exploring this problem in forthcoming essays.
One can argue that humans may not be ready for such a shift in consciousness
and the concomitant change in existence that it requires. But such thoughts are
irrelevant.
It is coming and its leading edge is here.
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What portion of the mass of humans will choose a spiritual existence over one of
suffering and struggle in the realm of 3d duality? Such a choice can only be made
when it is fully presented and the contrast made evident –as it will be to each. For
some it will occur while embodied. For others, it will occur when they are no
longer embodied. That is how it is.
Following planetary cataclysms, circa 12,000 years ago, certain “alien” beings
began to influence the course of the limited human population on this planet –
efforts that are only now in the process of ending. This was most likely the source
of the biblical notions of a “garden of eden” –a real place located somewhere in
the general area between Damascus and Sea of Galilee –or perhaps as far away as
the Zagros Mtns. region of what is now called Kurdistan. They seemed to have
very long life spans of thousands of earth years. Such longevity could have been
achieved through supra-ordinary biology, or some other means. The point is that
there was a continuity of the consciousness of an individual self extending over a
long periods and it functioned in Earth 3d physicality.
The origins of the “royal” (read “alien”) bloodlines can be traced back to this
period. Confused contemporary notions and nomenclature of “god”, “gods”, and
other non-human beings originate from this time. These were attempts to mask
the truth as well as to create an inaccessible mythos that self-appointed
representatives would use to control a fast burgeoning human populace.
Once no longer physically on earth, leading members of these beings maintained
their influence through others who were embodied who could telepathically
maintain contact with them. There were many factions and tendencies operating
out of reach of humans, and known by various names most worked on behalf of
the Dark principle promoting duality and separation from true oneness.
Their physical longevity permitted a long-term perspective in the process of
developing and train-up a human population that could reproduce abundantly
and eventually be directed to produce various technologies for them. This
continued to the present. Those “chosen” hybrids were also given unusual
longevity of into a few hundreds of years. This too helped to provide a type of
desired continuity.
Attempts to trace this fragmented record has been limited by a number of factors:
1. early recorded languages lacked structural nuances, the lack of vowels was one
indicator –and thus relied upon an oral context for clarity, the absence of which
led to great ambiguity; 2. two distinct biases of human translators –religious and
secular; 3. lack of a frame of reference (basic ignorance) and lack of any
“largeness of mind” by these two tendencies in conducting their translations; 4.
modern day influence of a heavily edited and redacted religious literature; 5. an
even more modern dominance by a few authors such as Sitchin whose work
became popularized in movies and new age stories; and 6. dark side influences at
the human and higher levels that deliberately obfuscates the truth.
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These beings possessed tremendous knowledge and technical resources, but their
agendas were limited by their own state of consciousness which they projected
and imprinted upon human populations worldwide. They were arrogant in their
attempts to change the planet to suit their whims. From their initial experiments
they dispersed themselves to various locations around the world and thus laid the
basis for similar artifacts in appearance and function in diverse locations.
Knowing of this, like knowing the nature of the global elite today, does not
change the situation of human existence today. Nor does it provide any guidance
as to what is
-ASK
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Further Notes on the Dark Forces

A Rough Approximation of the Earthly
Timeline
Note: This supplements the 2008 and 2009 articles:

http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Lucifer%20Rebellion%20and%20the%20Dark%20Forc
es%20-%20Aug%202008.pdf and
http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Fall%20from%20Grace%20%20Return%20of%20Light%20-%20Aug%202009.pdf

A short preface:
I am bothering with this now because of the patterns which are coinciding with
the end of civilization, notions of an “end time”, etc. These include the global
human elite and those who influence them and the ongoing question as to
whether “aliens” to day are real or not. This is following a larger pattern from
these older times. The implications of this essay spill over the persistent
misplaced faith in false higher level beings who had physical presences as well
as ongoing higher level non-physical presences. That said, just because some
beings went down a path damaging to creation, others did not, and some tried
to correct the situation as best as possible. Overall, an entire creation system
has been damaged and needs to be corrected, including total dissolution.
Many humans today are shaking their fists at the aliens or the “powers-that-be
do not realize that for better or for worse, that fact they have some awareness of
this would not be possible had the aliens not made the humans the way they did.
Ironic. Some of the beings who (at their higher levels) were involved in setting
up the mess here specifically in the recent 10,000 yrs or so, have realized their
error and have tried to help correct things.
The Timeline +/- 1,000 years (roughly) :
3+ million years ago: early hominids (homo erectus) in Ethiopia region
800,000 to 2 million years ago: homo erectus / homo habilis
70,000 + years ago Neanderthal period/“El-jo” race
40,000 years ago: Ancient records show that non-human aliens explore further
possibilities of Earth. Most likely the time when homo-sapiens was genetically
engineered from the various hominid genetic stock. This would have occurred in
the general region surrounding what is now called the Red Sea. These progenitors
of “modern humans” eventually were spread through a wider area of what is now
called Europe, Africa the Middle and Near East, etc.
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12,000 to 10,000 years ago: following the great ice age, members of this race
established various centers for their work. These would be in the areas of the
middle and near east. One artifact from this period would be the Sphinx of Egypt.
The early “Eden” was also established at “Kharsag”. Based upon various evidence,
the sudden end of the Ice Age could have featured crustal/axis shifts and
solar/space plasma. These are not mutually exclusive events and are more likely
to be closely linked. Plasma effects also would the capacity to destroy the
habitable environment on Mars.
In this region early human cro-magnon/homo-sapiens were living an animal-like
existence and lacked capacity and suitability for large scale social order and
technical training. They were eventually genetically “improved” by the aliens to
“homo-sapien-sapiens” (that would be “adam and eve”, a new and improved
human type). This new version of human had an improved capacity for what was
most sought by the aliens and the “best of the best” were trained as leaders and
technical experts. At one point, the elite of these new humans were given special
treatments to enhance their lifespan by many centuries. Also, the additional alien
genes provided a new, although limited, human ability to connect energetically
and consciously to levels of non-physical existence. This could be enhanced
through training and practice, augmented by the intake of consciousnessexpanding substances.
The “best of the best” of the hybrids were selected to cultivate “royal” and
“priestly” blood lines of humans, loyal to the alien leadership. This was
preparatory for the expansion of their influence globally. Those who “made the
grade” were often given treatments to extend their lifespan over a few or more
centuries. This provided an additional layer of continuity to the plans of the
“visitors”. The main leadership of these beings were mainly concerned with
having a human caste system that would work toward goals set forth by their
alien creators. It is also quite understandable that there were those who
developed a personal fondness for these hybrid creatures, especially those who
had they had the most frequent contact with for planning meetings, teaching, and
the recording of information.
This does not mean that we today need to fret over taking sides between “good
guys” or “bad guys”. While the aliens/angels had extraordinary knowledge and
technologies, they were not “all-seeing” and made many errors along the way.
And those of ancient history fame visiting Earth did not represent their races’
respective spiritual consciousness.
What is most important is the fundamental spiritual paradigm that guided and
informed them as to their own purposes and actions. It is my assessment that
these beings were operating under the paradigm of the cosmic or Dark error.
It is enough at this time to simply be aware of all this as we move into the
conclusion of this conflicted and disturbing epoch of human existence.
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9,000 years ago: additional “reinforcements” from this race’s base or colony
arrive to help with the work. This does not go well.
8,500 years ago: massive flooding of the Jordan/Dead Sea rift valley region
8,000 years ago: the alien-founded settlement destroyed by unexpected
“thousand year” type of storms
7,500 years ago: dispersal to found new settlement centers in the greater
Mesopotamian region.
7,000 years ago: rise of the Sumerian region city-states
6,000 to 8,000 years ago would be the formation of the first “adam/eve” of
modern human genetics and a group of hybrid males and females.
5,000 to 4,000 years ago: dispersal to more distant locales in Europe and
elsewhere to found new settlement centers, etc. –possibly stimulated by globalscale catastrophe from an oceanic asteroid impact. Further dispersal to the
Americas, etc.
Genetically engineered kingship lineages established that lasted at least through
roughly 1000 years ago and even some trickled into the second millennium.
Positioning and re-positioning of key familial groups that are loyal to the “gods of
eden”.
The interim period was been one of setting up the modern nation-states,
promoting what could be of the human-hybrid royal bloodlines, and developing
social-economic-technological infrastructure capable of completing a third cycle
of modern global war to consolidate control over Earth and its inhabitants.
(“Jealous gods” do not like their creations to realize the potential to equal or
surpass them.)
Recent 1,000 to 2,000 years to present: Other non-human interests have been
working through genetic engineering as well as through direct non-physical
interventions to steer the “concluding episodes” of the sage of this version of
human. This includes the consciousness of entities who had walked upon Earth
many thousands of years ago and worked to engineer the present day human
form.
The development of alien-human hybrids also made it possible for a small yet
significant fraction of humans to experience possibilities of the spiritual
dimensions of being. Sophisticated as the genetic engineering was at the time, the
process was not so precise as to select out “spiritual” consciousness from
enhanced ordinary mental capacities. Consider this a material basis for the “tree
of knowledge” concept. With the gain in intellectual faculty comes the potential
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for higher level awareness –spiritual consciousness. Hence the need to develop
controls over access to the spiritual levels.
The greater creational realm into which humans on earth developed was a false
or flawed creation. This and all that is implicit in the human material world is
something which requires “renouncing”, even while still living here. All
attachments to this existence sooner or later attach, admix, to your higher
beingness. The more attachments –negative or positive ones –the greater the
difficulty of the correction process while embodied.
Now, I put it to those who are in a state of “ignorant angst” over an ET-alien
agenda making a new version of human to suit their own agendas: consider there
would be no humans (you here) had there not been the meddling by these
“aliens”! Of course, this does not mean they should continue what they started.
Assuming some fraction of the human race continues on this planet in the years
to some (likely in protected enclaves away from former population centers and
industries) –these humans may find themselves being aided by different “aliens”
who are in service to the highest One. Maybe. It has not been fully decided.
“As below, so above”:
This is one of my loose adaptations of an old expression for purposes of “reverse
analysis”. What are the patterns in the “as below”? Consider how they would be
at higher levels of consciousness –the very levels that gave rise to what is
apparent in the 3d “as below” realm.
Consider there are beings with an extensive range of consciousness and influence
who operate over a wide range of vibrational states. Some of those beings choose
to vibrate a portion of themselves into earthly matter, some chose not to.
Regardless of these choices, what is always primary and fundamental is the state
of consciousness and the origin it derives from.
Consider that while there are notions in the “as below” of “god” and “creator” –
these originally corresponded to the el-race aliens who thought they would alter
Earth and its populations to suit their requirements. Consider that these beings,
powerful and knowledgeable as they may be, also had a consciousness that had a
presence across multiple vibrational states. Just like many other types of
spiritually developed beings. Consider however, that our own use in these pages
of “Creator of All” is not the same as the “creator” of these beings who descended
to make their imprint here.
As it came to be pronounced and spelled in the modern languages, “angels” were
and are a class or category of spiritual intelligence. With regard to human history,
imagine that such beings “adjusted” some portion of themselves with a
compatible 3-d physical vehicle (such as the Annu or El race of the ancient
stories). The verbalization of their racial or individuation as a self carried some
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unique sound patterns suffixed by “-el”. NGL became=Angel, and “ang” + “el”
formed the root of our modern phonetic expression for the same. “Arch-angel”
designated seniority and authority in a council setting, such as the initial council
of seven that walked upon Earth.
And the same goes for the 3d version of the dark lords with words like satan, etc.
There were beings in ancient time whose job it was to “enforce” and intimidate” -multiple entities. One of the modern day language constructs with ancient roots
is the term “satan”. This is not the same as the higher level archetype of duality
and separation from true Source that formed the highest levels of what has come
to be known broadly as the “dark forces”. Consider perhaps that the “godlings” on
Earth who engineered the course of human evolution on this planet had various
temperaments and various roles to play, including “good cop-bad cop”.
The term “fallen” originates from two related but different situations. In the
earthly “as below”, there would be the literal descent from the skies/space of alien
settlers. In addition, there would be the subsequent isolation zone which they
established for other aliens under their supervision who had violated certain
“prime directives” concerning the development of an upgraded human species.
(This new hybrid species represented a very major investment by those
responsible for its creation.) From this it is easy to imagine how those humans
writing fanciful accounts as they crafted the social control religions would take
such prosaic events as this and give them a more “etheric” and dramatic setting.
As an aside, human notions of “heaven and earth” had a very plain basis in the
distinction between the mountain highlands where the headquarters were and
the lowlands where the bulk of the human and other agricultural activities were
carried out. Eventually this lost history became overblown hyperbole as nearly
everything about this “recent ancient” period was projected into some nonphysical “realm of the gods”. Human notions and descriptive imagery of “hell”
had its origins with the isolation/quarantine zone created for those aliens who
violated the prime directives. Later it became a convenient “control meme” used
by various religions. Other descriptors such “watchers”, “archons”, etc. carry very
different meanings in different contexts in which they are identifiable. In short, it
is foolish and presumptuous to rely on “labels” to convey useful meanings, and
even more foolish to use such terms out of context.
Not surprisingly, all of the foregoing has various “as above” levels to it which are
played out at those levels. At the ultimate existential vibrational level of all this
was a cosmic creation error that eventually gave rise to the Dark and a violently
antithetical duality. Many attempts have been made to correct this situation. Now
were are living in the time in which our corner of creation is now undergoing a
total “overhaul”.
This was eventually confounded with the records of early scribes whose state of
consciousness and being was accelerated or expanded into the higher states of
these beings. Thus there is an earthly matter version of “heaven” (higher
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elevations where a headquarters were) and a spiritual version where the higher
levels of these entities resided.
And so “ascension” too has a “dual” quality to it. One is the ascension and
expansion of ones consciousness, the other is the “ascension” via a spaceship to a
distant location or higher elevation on Earth as well as the “space” beyond earth.
This has found a place into the religious and new age teachings on “ascension”
and reinforced by stories of the bodily transformation of religions figures.
Consider instead that a deep yogic out-of-body state allows the re-animation of a
body that is not too severely damaged by physical trauma. Ancient Egyptian
initiations were designed to reconnect the earthly level consciousness with higher
levels of existence and spatial locations beyond this solar system. The Egyptian
kingship rituals were initially designed to help the consciousness of hybrid
leaders return to “home port” and to complete the training of chosen successors.
Bear in mind that these are about accessing higher levels within the Dark
dimensions.
There were those who focused upon the transformation of the body, notably in
recent times through certain Taoist-oriented secret teachings and more recently
through attempts at the descension of higher levels of being into the physical,
ostensibly to transform the Earthly physical and all consciousness and matter
residing here.
Upon hindsight, maybe in our writings we should have adopted our own suffixes
to designate whether we are referring to the “as above” (-AA) levels or the “as
below” (-AB)! No matter, we have done our best to provide an adequate context
for meaning of terms we have had to use.
It really is not all that complicated. There are no sides to take, and various
historical notions of a single “god being” that created good and evil as a deliberate
matter is something that needs to be regarded in a simpler more understandable
manner. This is something we have discussed in other essays and so all I will say
here on this point is to simply say again that this was not the case.
There is no one to blame for the genetic or social or other problems of humans on
earth. What there is now is for those who know the difference and who seek true
spiritual existence, to pursue that singlemindedly. You have the capacity, stay the
course and keep your focus. Never mind the human social, political, economic,
and trivial distractions of human “culture”.
With regard to the Earth situation, there were the aspects of the chief instigators
who came to Earth, complete with Earthly counterparts for “executive councils”
to decide policy and actions. Given the specific needs to maintain and prove up a
stable hybridized bloodline, it then becomes easier to understand how there
could be an intense interest in the activities of so few human notables who were
“cream of the crop” of these hybridization experiments.
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“Word got out” and today there are various ET interests, each wanting some
“piece of the (Earthly) pie” for themselves.
To Summarize:
Consider the intention to individuate into 3d density – in this solar system –and
elsewhere, a long, long time ago in a place far, far away, one such experiment
might have gone seriously awry. This solar system offered some new
possibilities. Mars and Earth were of the greatest interest.
So this would be considered an intrusion into density by beings already operating
in a mode of separation from the consciousness of Creator of All and who were
focused on the myriad possibilities that a new bio-form offered to extend their
range of influence into 3d. Some took a “kinder and gentler” approach, some
took a more aggressive approach toward this work. They worked together for a
common purpose. As above, so below –these beings were mimicking a distorted
“creation” process that originated with the highest level of the Dark paradigm. So
what if some of them claim they will return to make things right? After tens of
thousands of years of experimenting here, I would say their credibility is a little
shaky.
From all this, one can understand how and where and why a limited human
notion of “good and evil”, arising from a single god figure, got its start. It was
only when some very persistent truth seekers in the more recent ancient times
tried to push the envelope of their mental and psychic capacities did they
discover this was a fraudulent creation to begin with. An assessment that we have
endeavored to share in these many pages here from our own direct
understanding.
During various periods there were those beings, of alien-human lineage, who
carried a higher spiritual consciousness and could be regarded as part of an
attempt at “correction” –perhaps self-correction –to attempt a salvage of a
situation which invariably leads to war and conflict, something that has been
encouraged through conflicting tendencies among the “lords of the earth”. At one
point, there were two different hybrid lineages that provided a human basis for
social conflicts, each guided by a different alien tendency.
The dark side had its versions of “corrections” –sometimes leading to wiping out
centuries of their own work if things went badly. Another type of “correction” can
be found in the illustrious stories about various spiritual teachers spanning many
thousands of years who tried to work through human form. Some of these
teachers tried to introduce spiritual consciousness among those who would learn.
For the most part these teachers were themselves of hybrid lineages with access
to information and special initiations. In some ways, one could say they were
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renegades. Of those few who proffered a higher teaching of spiritual existence,
most of their teachings quickly became subverted or distorted.
What we know now is that for any spiritual correction to occur, there needs to be
a near total solution. But this cannot occur with the present population of 7
billion, a problem discussed elsewhere in this Update.
Today, a spiritual “correction” of the entire human population is not likely given
the state of human consciousness and self-limiting belief systems that are so
effective in getting humans to maintain their own imprisonment. Even when
these invisible barriers seem close to being overcome, there is the problem of
biological survival of the subconscient lower self that is like a “kill switch”. The
subconscient self and the ego self-centered drives of each individual, and the
collective projection thereof, mostly tend to default to the lowest commonality.
To this day it would be the self-centered social-tribal animal tendencies that form
the bulk of an extended “social ballast” effect.
When things became too “messy”, the primary “lords” simply left the playing field
and began to establish what was now a familiar pattern in various locations
around the world. If they needed a certain area cleared of troublesome humans,
they could always induce a disaster of some sort, including disease pandemics.
An effective counter to any of this would be for each human self to be directly
touched by the higher realms of being, such as a personal near-death experience.
When contact is made with “true being” and the higher Oneness, then it is
possible for a genuine free-will choice to be made. Until then there can be no such
choosing and for most humans this is most likely to occur upon death from their
body.
As we have discussed in articles from Global Awakening News, the alternate plan
is the dissolution or deconstruction of the fallen creation realm, possibly
including those planetary bodies that it had given rise to.
In concluding this sweeping summary, contemplate a different approach –one
which is underway within the new creation matrix. In this pristine creational
space, there is first an internal process of the cosmic consciousness that moves
“down” in vibrational range and while so doing, begins to individuate into
increasing uniqueness. This process does not seek an existing 3d planetary body
with a biological evolutionary process underway to seize upon and influence. This
new process creates as it goes. It is presently paused at a quasi-lightbody level
while all interlinked consciousnesses develop a more complete network amongst
themselves and within themselves. They will not hasten to create individual
material bio-forms for themselves nor will they be making detailed densified
physical planetary environments for themselves. Those beings involved are wellinformed of and inoculated to the problems of this false creation and will not
repeat the patterns that have been so evident here for so long.
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Toward the High Attractor and Leaving Human Existence
June 29, 2012
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1383.msg5840.html#msg5840

As I wrote in a previous post in this thread, it is best to be clear on ones "travel
plans" sooner now rather than later on. It is interesting that a few here and few
others have been having such similar experiences and awareness within such a
similar context.
One’s actual "transfer" may be a matter of individual timing relative to the larger
situation of this realm. One can practice this to become more comfortable when
the time arrives to complete their process of transferring their consciousness.
Also, there may different roles for each, perhaps to further assist others in their
process. For example, there may be those who will be a bit like “ushers” who
make sure everyone knows the way out of the theatre before closing time or in
case of emergency. Some may be another type of “usher”, pointing the way to an
interim state/space for those who will need some additional healing or some form
of “spiritual triage” following a more sudden transfer.
Over the years I have tested various modes of transformation toward recovering
our existence based upon our true nature as spiritual beings.
Your description is nearly identical in tone and content to what I was
experiencing of this process around the end of 2010 or so.
Since then I have written of this in various ways and in the context of completions
and in gaining the support of ones lower self.
The "high attractor" becomes ever more important. It is not necessarily a "place",
but rather a vibrational state of being.
This version of the process carries with it much grace.
-ASK
PS : July 10, 2012 :
As suggested previously, imaging a high attractor from a human point of view
can be limiting in many ways –can you identify with the attractor?
Image/imagine that you are IT and BE IT. And none of this has any bearing
whatsoever on anything in the human or earthly realms.
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As the Zen koan asks, what is your true nature before you were born (into a
human form)?
~~~

Notes on Higher States
June 30, 2012
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1383.msg5842.html#msg5842

As those at the “leading edge” move into the transformation process, for some,
their high attractors will first bring them to the highest unifying and integrating
state that is possible and appropriate. Once one has their bearings, it is possible
to begin moving “down” vibrationally to where there may be some immediately
familiar others.
Those who may first be drawn to what is most familiar to their human
individuation may then begin moving into higher more encompassing states of
unity consciousness.
In either situation, some assistance may be asked for and possibly assistance may
be rendered.
These are simply different states for each unique situation.
-ASK
~~~
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High Joy and the High Attractor
July 9, 2012
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1384.msg5848.html#msg5848

I too have experienced the "high joy", most recently last year as it was connected
to a new stage in the ascension process, the larger changes going on --and the
new creation process. Perhaps the latter was both the most joyful as well as
exciting in the wonderful anticipation it stimulates. The first that I can recall of
the pure joy, was a few decades ago in re-connecting with "The All" and those
beings who were also so connected.
The "high joy" that connects with the ascension process was specifically
connected to the certainties of this and the higher level energies coming in.
However, as a personal matter, I do not seek this from my ordinary life because I
know that this is not possible from the human level, not under the present
conditions.
I “enjoy” swimming and all that it connects me to. But there is no real joy in it.
Only that it feels good and is beneficial to my physical being here and it is always
interesting, given it is in effect entering an oceanic wilderness that despite the
impact of humans, retains its primeval dynamics as well as a connection to the
planetary body through its fluid nature.
I would say however, that there is a certain joy in both knowing of my departure
from this realm as well as in the amazement that I am here in this realm with a
functioning body.
That there is little source of true joy in this realm does not surprise me –I say this
by comparison to what I know of the Real Joy at the higher levels.
However internally I have a condensed counterpart to the unrepressed joy that
exists in the non-fallen realms. It is this internal joy that is derived from “The
All” which I dip into from time to time.
The “barrier” if there is one, is found in the intrinsic nature of a false or
fraudulent creation realm, including what has developed on this planet. Once one
knows the difference, there is no barrier.
Once connected with, the “frequency” of high or true joy of the realms of nonduality and higher Oneness can help to bridge your spiritual human self in this
realm to the Higher Oneness.
-ASK
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Correction Energies – Suggested modifications
July 19, 2012
For those here who are actively working with the "correction energies", I suggest
adding the following "blanket requests":
** dissolution of all "karmic" ties or obligations
** dissolution of any old "soul-level" contracts --unless they specifically facilitate
to your ascension process in this lifetime.
** illumination of your entire field and core energies to dissolve or burn away any
dark force influences and “old baggage”
** dissolution of any astral connections to or from your center of being in the 3d
sphere
** request a “high-level” override to your ordinary conscious and unconscious
mind that will prevent you from inadvertently retriggering these things in your
interaction with humans or at astral or other non-physical levels.
** request to be guided away from the astral realms
Sometimes this request requires periodic reinforcement daily or weekly.
-ASK
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An Invocation, An Intention, An Attention
Every evening before retiring and during the day as well…
* I call upon my lower, middle and higher self. I call to my highest source origins
and connection to the highest levels of true Oneness and Creator of All.
* I invite and call upon the fullest extent of the highest of the correction energies
to enter and descend my entire being down to my human levels and beyond.
* I invite and call upon the fullest extent of the highest of the correction energies
to enter and flow through the space between my atoms and create and maintain a
continuous flow through the entirety of all of my being.
* I call to me all the particles of the true light in my being as the particles of true
light in my being call me to them.
* …and cease anything of Dark influence within the sphere of my total being, “as
below” and “as above”.
~~~
Allow these energies to flow through you. You do not and should not need to
“direct” them. These energies have a type of built-in “guidance”. Just let it flow
through you. In this way your own capacity will grow rapidly and so will the
process of the larger changes that may concern you and your own greater being.
Allowing and encouraging these energies to flow through you will help accelerate
their effect in the lower density levels of 3d and related vibrational space. In
effect you become one of many “backdoors” for these energies to do their work in
this realm.
Note: This cessation of the Dark influence is something that the ‘Correction
energies” will be involved in, it is not of your individual concern. Do not
interfere, just let it flow through you and outward.
Link to this:

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1161.msg5485.html#msg5485

~~~
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